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BUSINESS NEWS 
Swiss Region May Soon Beat Hong Kong as Best Company Tax Haven
Published by bloomberg.com, July 24th, 2020
Hong Kong will soon lose its status as the place with the world’s lowest corporate tax, replaced by the small mountainous
canton of Nidwalden in Switzerland, a study found. That’s according to a taxation index by BAK Economics that regularly
measures the attractiveness of Swiss cantons compared with each other as well as locations abroad. Switzerland is
implementing one of the most significant tax reforms in decades. Tax burdens on corporate profits are expected to fall
sharply in several cantons, especially Nidwalden, located on Lake Lucerne, according to the study. Unless Hong Kong
changes its own tax regime, Nidwalden will push past it by 2025 with a corporate rate of 9.8%, the independent Swiss
economic research institute concluded. Nationally, the Swiss corporate tax rate should fall to 13.5% from 16.8% when
the reforms are fully in place by 2025, BAK estimated. That would be lower than Singapore. The canton of the capital
Bern, with the highest tax burden in Switzerland, comes in ahead of European cities such as London, Munich, Vienna,
Paris and Milan, the study found.
 
Swiss Watch Exports Drop 35% in June Despite China Bump
Published by yahoo.com, July 21st, 2020
Exports of Swiss watches were down 35.1% in June, continuing to fall as a strong increase in mainland China was not
enough to offset deep declines in other markets, the Federation of the Swiss Watch Industry said. “The temporary halt in
production and sales during the first half of the year had severe consequences for watch exports,” said the federation,
noting sales were down 35.7% in the first six months of the year. June exports totaled CHF 1.1 billion, or USD 1.17
billion, with a contrasting performance in the three largest markets over the month. Business with mainland China rose
sharply, with a 47.1% increase in exports, while Hong Kong and the U.S. saw steep declines of 54.6% and 57%,
respectively.  Entry-price watches continued to suffer the most, with the value of exported timepieces priced at less than
200 Swiss francs down 48.1% in terms of value, and 55.4% in number of units. The priciest watches, worth more than
3,000 Swiss francs, saw a marginally less dramatic decline, down 33.1% in value terms. In terms of materials, steel
watches were the worst-performing category, down 46.5% in terms of units, and 37.8% in terms of value. Swiss watch
export statistics, while known to fluctuate greatly from month to month, are eyed for clues about the luxury industry.
 
Embattled Swiss Watch Industry Targets Mainland China
Published by swissinfo.ch, July 16th, 2020
The absence of tourists due to Covid-19 will have significant negative repercussions on the Swiss watch industry. In an
attempt to make up for this loss of income, manufacturers are focusing their activities more on mainland China as well as
easing off the bling. Foreign visitors, in particular the Chinese, account for around half of the revenue earned by Swiss
watch retailers and manufacturers in Switzerland. Domestic sales account for 4-5% of the industry’s turnover, according
to estimates by Bank Vontobel. The watchmaking houses will not be able to compensate for the loss of income caused
by the Covid lockdown and the slow recovery of tourism, but various initiatives are being implemented. Cartier, for
example, launched its Pasha watch on July 1 in mainland China, while the rest of the world will have to wait until
September 4. “China is where the main clientele is to be found, not only of Swiss watchmaking but of the luxury sector in
general,” says René Weber, a luxury sector specialist at Bank Vontobel. Weber points out that a recent measure
allowing for larger purchases in some duty-free shops in China could boost the sale of watches and jewellery in this
market.

CULTURE & SOCIETY
Swiss Photobooks in abC Art Book Fair
Published by prohelvetia.cn, July 16th, 2020
Photobook publishing has been an important part of the history of photography and the visual culture of Switzerland since
the late 1920s. For about eight years Pro Helvetia has begun funding photobook projects with the aim of promoting the
creation, production and distribution of Swiss photobooks in a way that reflects the dynamic development of the industry,
and has since supported the publication of more than 50 books. The exhibition “Swiss Photobooks in China” features a
selection of 29 photobooks published in Switzerland and abroad whose contents cover a wide range of themes and
visual languages in Swiss photography from the late 20th century to date. Swiss photographers have long been drawn to
the changes in the geographic, social and everyday landscape of the federal republic, which is known for its natural
beauty, rich culture, and unique customs.

GENERAL INTEREST
Two New(ish) Watch Shows are Coming to Switzerland and China
Published by yahoo.com, July 23rd, 2020
Despite the never-ending speculations that the old-hat concept of the trade show is dead, the watch industry continues to
find ways to reconceive or reinvent them. Watches & Wonders—a consumer-facing watch event that began in Hong
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Kong followed by Miami and is now the name for the annual longstanding Salon International de la Haute Horlogerie
(SIHH) trade affair in Geneva—announced that it will be heading to Shanghai this September. This news came more or
less simultaneously with Baselworld’s announcement that it is rebranding itself as HourUniverse for April 2021. In
Shanghai, Watches & Wonders will play host to 11 brands at the West Bund Art Center from September 9th through
September 13th. The companies in attendance are predominately Richemont-owned, much like its show in Geneva,
including A. Lange & Söhne and Vacheron Constantin to IWC and Roger Dubuis. It will be invitation-only for retailers,
press and clients.

INDUSTRIES

ENGINEERING / MANUFACTURING

Schindler To Cut 2,000 Jobs as Chinese Recovery Offset by Global Slump
Published by reuters.com, July 24th, 2020
Schindler said it will cut 2,000 jobs over two years as regions outside China reel from COVID-19 even as the Swiss
elevator maker bulks up in the world’s biggest lift market, which has recovered quickly from lockdowns. Schindler
announced the cuts as it reported a 21% fall in second-quarter net profit to CHF 188 million (USD 203.27 million).
Revenue dropped 11.8% to 2.5 billion francs, while orders fell 15.6% to 2.6 billion as new installations and modernization
projects declined worldwide and Schindler said a recovery to last year’s levels will not come before 2022. The company,
whose results were also hurt by the strong Swiss franc, saw the biggest declines in the Americas and Europe. The
Chinese market locked down after the new coronavirus emerged there late last year, but rebounded swiftly and posted
double-digit percentage second-quarter sales increases, Schindler Chief Executive Thomas Oetterli, previously
Schindler’s China head, told analysts on a call.
 
Change in the Group Management of Bühler
Published by buhlergroup.com, June 9th, 2020
Bühler’s Executive Board member Dieter Vögtli has passed away on June 5th, due to a short but major illness. Dieter
Vögtli headed the global Service & Sales (SAS) organization of the company and was previously responsible for Bühler’s
business in Asia. “We lose a great entrepreneur, a powerful leader, and a very close friend,” says Stefan Scheiber, CEO
at Bühler Group. Samuel Schär, in addition to his current function as CEO of Bühler’s Advanced Materials business, has
taken over the responsibilities as head of the SAS organization. Dieter Vögtli, a mechanical engineer who graduated from
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETHZ), started his career as a global power plant commissioning
engineer at the Swiss-based Brown Boveri Co. He joined Bühler in 2004, first as country head China, and from 2009
onwards also as head of Bühler Group Asia Pacific. With his entrepreneurial attitude and deep market understanding,
combined with strong empathy for customers and employees, he was fundamental to the success and growth of Bühler
over the past 16 years, especially in Asia. Samuel Schär has taken over the responsibilities as head of the global SAS
organization, in addition to his current function as CEO of the Advanced Materials business. This internal succession
solution had been in preparation for a longer time.

BANK / FINANCE / INSURANCE

Credit Suisse Invested USD 100 Million in Ant, Expects Windfall
Published by bloombergquint.com, July 27th, 2020
Credit Suisse Group AG invested nearly USD 100 million in Ant Group during its last funding round, according to people
familiar with the matter, setting the Swiss bank up for a potential windfall as the Chinese internet giant prepares to go
public. The Zurich-based lender, a frequent adviser on deals across Jack Ma’s empire, made the equity investment
during Ant’s 2018 fundraising, which valued the company at USD 150 billion. Credit Suisse stands to make paper gains
on the previously undisclosed investment if the offering gets a strong reception. One estimate from Bernstein projected
Ant’s valuation at USD 210 billion, meaning a 40% increase from the earlier investment level. Credit Suisse joins a
growing number of banks from Goldman Sachs Group Inc. to China International Capital Corp. in investing in private
companies, particularly those in the technology sector. The investments hold the promise of generous returns at a time of
intensifying competition and thinning fees for underwriters. Credit Suisse has also invested in L&P Cosmetics Co. in
Korea and Hero Fincorp Ltd. in India
 
China: Reinsurer Advises on Growth Strategy After Pandemic
Published by asiainsurancereview.com, July 21st, 2020
In a recent interaction with the media, Swiss Re China CEO John Chen shared how China domestic insurers should
catch up with the rest of the world in the post-pandemic era. "Chinese insurance companies should launch products and
services with targeted and customised features to increase the insurance coverage rate during post-pandemic,” he said.
According to Mr. Chen, the current challenges facing the Chinese insurance market include – economic recovery after
the pandemic, changes in the underwriting cycle, the catastrophe protection gap under climate change, comprehensive
reform of auto insurance, the sustainable development of health insurance and digitalisation. He mentioned that the
lockdown of cities in response to the pandemic control has brought economic activities and business operations to a halt.
This has led to economic growth falling into a gradual recession and global supply chains being hit. In terms of life
insurance, he noted that the pandemic has led to the shrinking of the traditional channel of sales.
 
UBS, Swiss Re to Partner on Life Insurance Offering for Mortgage Clients
Published by reinsurancene.ws, July 16th, 2020
Multinational investment bank UBS is joining forces with global reinsurer Swiss Re to launch a life insurance offering for
property owners in Switzerland. The offering will allow UBS mortgage clients to insure against disability up to USD
640,000 and against death up to around USD 1 million. UBS supposedly wants to bake Iptiq, Swiss Re’s insurtech
subsidiary, into its domestic mortgage lending business and leverage its data-backed product engine, on which it’s
possible to design tailored solutions for business clients. This move is said to be an attempt to digitise production and
distribution via platforms, in a similar fashion to what Chinese internet giant Alibaba has done. Reports suggest Iptiq is
set to be carved out of Swiss Re’s life capital division next year and be placed into its own division reporting directly to
CEO Christian Mumenthaler, a move that could underscore its strategic importance to the reinsurer. Axel P. Lehmann,
President UBS Switzerland, said, “Securing yourself against unforeseen events is of central importance for every
homeowner. We are pleased to be able to offer our mortgage customers an innovative offer in cooperation with the
Swiss Re subsidiary iptiQ, with which they can personalize Protect risks quickly and easily.”
 
Credit Suisse Adds to Top Management at China JV
Published by reinsurancene.ws, July 16th, 2020
Credit Suisse continues its expansion in mainland China with the latest new appointment to the senior management of its
securities joint venture. Credit Suisse Founder Securities (CSFS) named Tim Tu as its chief executive, according to a
statement, succeeding Minsheng Wang who was appointed as vice-chairman of the firm. Tu has been with Credit Suisse
since 2016 after joining with Standard Chartered. Prior to his latest appointment, Tu was the Greater China head of
structuring within Credit Suisse’s Asia Pacific financing group (AFG) where he was responsible for origination and
structuring. Wang is a 25-year financial veteran and he joined CSFS in 2009 before being made its CEO in 2014. In
addition, CSFS also appointed Daniel Qiu as its head of investment banking and capital markets to drive its underwriting
and advisory business in China. Qiu has over 20 years of investment banking experience and joined Credit Suisse in
2010.

HOSPITALITY / TOURISM / RETAILS

Nestlé Could Shed Some of its Local Brands in China
Published by cnn.com, July 21st, 2020
Nestlé might soon dump some of its local food and water brands in China. The world's largest food company confirmed
to CNN Business that it is exploring options for its bottled water business in the country, "including a potential sale." The
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Swiss firm sells some of its upscale international brands in China, including Perrier, Acqua Panna, and San Pellegrino.
But the company's best selling water brands in China are a locally sourced version of Nestlé Pure Life and Da Shan
Yunnan Spring. Competition is fierce: Domestic brands such as Nongfu Spring and Yibao dominate the water market.
Nestlé's (NSRGY) share was less than 2% in 2019, according to a research report by Chinese brokerage firm Guoyuan
Securities. A sale of Nestlé's water business in China would fit with an overhaul the company announced last month,
when it said it wanted to focus on its premium brands, including Perrier and San Pellegrino. The company said at the
time that it would potentially sell the majority of its North American water brands. Nestlé has also been weighing a sale of
its Yinlu Foods division in China. The unit makes peanut milk and ready-to-eat canned rice porridge. Bloomberg reported
last week that Nestlé had narrowed its list of bidders for Yinlu Foods, and could sell it for USD 400 million.
 
Swatch Vows to be Profitable by Year-End After First Ever Loss
Published by forbes.com, July 15th, 2020
The world’s biggest watchmaker axed almost 2,400 staff in the six months to June amid a sales decline of 46%, leading
to the first loss in the company’s history. But the Swiss giant is promising a turnaround in the second half of the year, and
also says it will increasingly move online in the U.S. Swatch Group, owner of some of the world’s best-known watch
brands such as Omega, Longines and Tissot, was hit by Covid-19 related factors such as enforced worldwide
lockdowns; a lack of Chinese shoppers and travelers—a vital consumer group for watches; and the strengthening Swiss
franc. In a video conference CEO Nick Hayek said: “The Swatch Group has never had a result—either for a half-year or
full-year—that was negative. It’s an exception. For the full year we are very confident we will show a good profit, but not
comparable with the year before.” As lockdowns lift, Hayek expects short-time working to end “some time in the third
quarter” with a return to full production thereafter. His optimism is based on analysis of trends seen in two Asian markets
which had contrasting strategies: China, where there was a full shutdown, and South Korea, where it was partial. After
steep, but reducing, sales declines in Mainland China between February and April, year-on-year recovery in May and
June has been strong at 11% and 13% respectively.
 
LEGAL / TAX / CONSULTING / SERVICES

Survey Result: 2020 Swiss Business in China
Published by swisscenters.org, July 24th, 2020
Our previous analysis of Swiss Businesses in China published in the 2019-summer edition of the Bridge was titled
“Economic Slowdown becomes top concern”. The current survey was completed days before the Wuhan lockdown and
the main concern was a further intensified “Economy Slowdown in China” with 69% of Swiss firms listing it as a
challenge against only 51% in the 2019 survey. Finding and attracting talent remains the top internal challenge. With
slower growth, however, the intensity of the challenge is diminishing while innovation and marketing become key
competitive advantages to build up for success. Building these advantages is certainly more and more important as
competition and rising costs remain the other key external challenges that businesses face in the Chinese environment.
To sell, Swiss firms differentiate themselves very clearly from their Chinese competitors through “High Quality” and
“Developing a Strong Brand”. They also woke up to the critical importance of R&D and market research, two elements
where they are this year on a par with Chinese respondents. Chinese firms, traditionally weaker at branding and
innovating, compete and differentiate by putting emphasis on service, distribution and providing cost effective goods and
services (price/quality ratio). Overall and despite the geopolitical rivalry, trade war and increased top down management
of the Chinese society, the Swiss have been confident about their business prospects for 2020 and in the 5 years to
come. Their confidence level is as high as it has been in the last 5 years.
 
How Swiss Schools Abroad are Adapting Amid Covid-19
Published by swissinfo.ch, July 21st, 2020
Situated in some of the world’s coronavirus hotpots, Switzerland’s 18 official schools abroad have been hard hit by
Covid-19 school closures. Now they are looking to the future. “They all had to change very quickly to distance learning,
especially in China and Italy. They were not prepared for such a radical step as school closures in these countries came
unexpectedly,” said Barbara Sulzer Smith, director of the Swiss schools abroad body educationsuisse. She noted that
other schools where outbreaks happened later had a bit more lead time and could draw on the experience of the
Chinese and Italian schools. In China the government has imposed such tough requirements on schools to re-open, like
health checks on staff and pupils as well as structural measures, that it’s very difficult to fulfil them all, Sulzer Smith said.
So it’s not yet clear what will happen to the Swiss School Beijing, the newest Swiss school abroad, which is part of a
larger international school. Another problem: the new Swiss teacher due to travel to Beijing cannot get a work permit, so
cannot enter the country. But if there has been one positive effect of the coronavirus closure, it’s the fact that being
forced into distance learning has – as teachers in Switzerland have found as well –  “certainly moved us a big step
forwards in the digital area,” as the Colegio Helvetia’s Schuppisser puts it. Some of those changes might be here to stay.
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